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Fat Guy In A Cheap Ad. | Spatula In The Wilderness

Every so often I trundle off to bed only to find that I can’t sleep. Not insomnia or some disordered
circadian rhythm. No, usually its a snippet of viral media or a fragmented song stuck in my
conscious unconscious. Tonight is one of those nights. The fragment in question wasn’t Marilyn
Minter’s  video of Pamela Anderson spitting out pink caviar, or even Constanza’s fictional
answering machine (“believe it, or not, George is not home…). Worse. It was Fat Guy In A Little
Coat. I first read about Direct TV’s forthcoming campaign to resurrect Chris Farley late last week,
and while I wasn’t appalled by the idea of using an old Tommy Boy gag for the purposes of selling

satellite TV service, I wondered if any living actors could be put to better use.
Apparently not, because both Farley and David Spade appear in the spot.

 I haven’t watched a lot of TV over the past 72 hours, but whenever I did, there
it was: 1994 Chris Farley singing Fat Guy In A Little Coat to 2009 David
Spade. The point I gathered from the ad was that there is no joy in watching
Tommy mince around in a sport coat that wouldn’t fit Spade anymore and that
I should switch satellite providers for more options. Poor young Chris Farley,

trapped in the celluloid hereafter, singing to the older, hagged out  David Spade. Thats what I took
from the spot. Well, several things, actually.

Chris Farley is preserved forever as the Drinkin’ Buddy, The Hulk, Barney the Exotic Dancer.
Time has erased the 33-year-old who was left to aspirate to death by a hooker just looking to
get paid. He’s revived as the dancing bear once again for our amusement. Never mind that
this was a man full of Prozac, coke and heroin. I can only guess that the soulless wonks at
Direct TV/Newscorp/Hughes Electronics will reanimate other tragically dead stars and have
them party in order to sell satellite subscriptions. Lets have Dale Earnhardt ride around in the
#3 talking about what a difference HD makes and John Lennon saying peace would have a
better chance with 200 more channels than the competition.

David Spade, whatever his motivations were, is in a strange place career-wise for agreeing
to this. Thats the nicest thing I can say. You couldn’t save Farley and admitted as much in the
book The Chris Farley Show, but why give him up for a little cash? These days, I guess
nobody needs to ask about giving any friend up for a little cash.

           This doesn’t end with the 1,001 blog posts about the advertisement. It’s just a shame that a
guy who filled every need with carnal pleasure until it killed him is hawking TV service a dozen years
after his death. Spade labels the ads an homage to Farley. A proper homage might have been
showing up for his funeral, or leaving Farley’s  legacy in the world of today a shred of dignity. You
couldn’t save him, but you can let him rest.
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